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Naturally, sound sources in real life are not point-like but exhibit a greater auditory size. The eﬀect can be a=ributed to diﬀerent spa>al features, mainly the inter-aural cross-correla>on coeﬃcient (IACC) and non-spa>al acous>c features such as the loudness, bass content and the
dura>on of a source. To control this parameter in the Ambisonics domain speciﬁcally, two principal methods have been proposed. The ﬁrst blurs any Ambisonic signal by rota>ng it within the range of the angular blur parameter, and is similar to granular distribu>on techniques, as
a distribu>on by fast rota>on. A second method tries to take advantage of the regular blur that occurs at lower orders in Ambisonics.
Here, we propose a new method that modiﬁes the IACC for both mul>channel loudspeaker arrays and binaural rendering and which is par>cularly suited to be implemented in the Ambisonics domain, while addi>onally taking inspira>on from the aforemen>oned approaches.

The principal idea is to distribute decorrelated copies of the signal in an
equidistant conﬁgura>on around the listener to minimize comb ﬁltering.
Furthermore, simultaneously reducing the Ambisonic order exhibits an
addi>onal blur. Thus, we can make use of this and only require a minimum
of decorrelated copies in a uniformly distributed conﬁgura>on to cover the
whole sphere.
Nonlinear mappings can help to adjust the transi>ons between these
methods and aid in a perceptually more robust image. The method reduces
the Ambisonic order gradually down to the 1st while also gradually
increasing the volume of the decorrelated copies as well as rota>ng them
from the original source posi>on to the ﬁnal, uniformly distributed
conﬁgura>on.
First, the Ambisonic order is reduced gradually as a gain factor gn(α) with n
∈ [0,N] is applied to the Ambisonic signals where N is the Ambisonic order
of the signal, n is the subsequent lower orders for the gains to be applied.
The reduc>on is applied to each order as a func>on of increasing spa>al
blur parameter α ∈ IR [0,100],

• The number of copies should be kept
at a minimum
• The number of copies should be high
enough to achieve adequate coverage
• The copies should be uniformly distributed
• The distance should be far enough to
avoid comb ﬁltering

The decorrelated copies are generated by ﬁltering the original signal with
all-pass FIR ﬁlters with random phase. For a ﬁlter with k = 0, 1, 2...K taps
the transfer func>on is deﬁned by
where ∀k → Am(k) = 1 (all-pass) and Φm is the corresponding random
phase vector. Even though the random phase can be generated through
any random number generator (RNG), in this case a Mersenne Twister
algorithm is deployed to generate the phase vector in form of
where coeﬃcients a and b presents a range and and an oﬀset to the
randomized phase vector.

resul>ng in a fade out of higher order components. By itself, this method
suﬀers from α = 100 resul>ng in a fully correlated signal using 0th order
Ambisonics.
Introducing decorrelated copies helps maintain a stable source extent,
par>cularly in mul>-channel loudspeaker arrays. These copies are gradually
introduced as the source extent parameter increases by gradually altering
their gain and posi>on. In terms of posi>oning, the following criteria were
deﬁned:

When combing the methods
discussed above, we are presented
with several parameter space
dimensions that can be mapped to
other inclina>ons or nonlinearly.
First, the angular spread of the gain
correc>on in Ambisonic order
reduc>on method, is not linear in
angular spread with respect to α,
which can be corrected for with a
nonlinear mapping func>on gn (α).

Preliminary tests were done in both binaural and a mul>channel speaker conﬁgura>on with 25 speakers in a 2/3-sphere. Comparisons
were done rela>ng this new method to the simpler Ambisonic order reduc>on method. Furthermore, the 1st order variant of this new
method was compared to the both 2nd order variants with 8 and 11 ﬁlters respec>vely. In each case, we also compared the diﬀerent ﬁlter
types in terms of their decorrela>on strength as well as tendency to produce comb ﬁlter eﬀects.

The order reduc>on approach is very subtle in higher order ranges, with the
change from 2nd to 0th order being the most eﬀec>ve. Sources tend to move
while changing their size in mul>channel speaker layouts, most likely due to
correla>on eﬀects. According to preliminary tests, the proposed method
improves stability. A gradual transi>on from a point source to a fully
distributed source can be achieved, with an impression of constant size
increase within intermediary values. Traversing through the space in a
mul>channel speaker setup when listening to a fully spread source gives an
impression of a sound present everywhere and from all sides.
Increasing the number of decorrelated copies improves the stability of the
perceived source size in mul>channel loudspeaker setups. Though, through
headphones the externaliza>on eﬀect is reduced. Adding more decorrelated
copies made it more diﬃcult to avoid comb ﬁlter eﬀects, especially at small
source sizes with low values α.
We observed that the volume and displacement velocity of the decorrelated
copies can help avoid comb ﬁltering eﬀects. It is required to separate the
copies far enough before fading in, while simultaneously avoiding a
discon>nuity in spa>al extent. Further tes>ng will be done for adjus>ng
these parameters for a real life applica>on where both binaural listening and
mul>channel loudspeaker setups are considered.

Diﬀerences between binaural and mul>channel loudspeaker listening, is that
binaural listening is limited to a ﬁxed posi>on, with only two loudspeakers
available to represent the en>re scene. In a loudspeaker listening situa>on
the source decorrela>on can be observed in an extended area in a larger
listening area. The sum of several decorrelated sources convolved with
diﬀerent HRTF ﬁlters destroys the binaural sensa>on thus the maximum
source size might lose its localiza>on and externaliza>on cues.
The amount of modiﬁca>on on phase range and phase oﬀset of the tested
ﬁlters aﬀects the perceived source size, listening area, frequency content and
the perceived loudness. No phase oﬀset prevents decorrela>on to a great
degree. Increased oﬀset distance, though, also increases comb ﬁltering. The
range of decorrela>on per ﬁlter reduces or increases spread sensa>on
propor>onally. Phase oﬀsets with small decorrela>on ranges cause
prominent comb ﬁltering eﬀects. No diﬀerence was perceived between
ﬁlters of either 128 or 512 taps.
Tes>ng with monotonously increasing and decreasing ﬁlters, i.e. the lower
frequencies are permi=ed to randomly shid in phase with larger values than
higher frequencies and vice versa, instead of ﬁlters with a constant range
and oﬀset, we found out that small shids in low frequencies keeps the low
frequency image of the source intact while the higher frequencies are
decorrelated equally. Small shids in high frequencies do not seem to eﬀect
the overall size percep>on if the shid in low frequencies are s>ll high. This is
due to the diﬀering wavelength of the frequencies.

A new method for controlling the apparent source width applicable for both phantom sources and postproduc>on is presented. The method combines the approach of reducing the Ambisonic order, taking advantage of the inherent larger apparent source width of lower orders,
with a distribu>on of decorrelated copies around the listening space. The distribu>on is chosen to minimize comb ﬁltering and use as few decorrela>on copies as possible, while ensuring to cover the en>re periphonic listening area at maximum desired source extent. Several
decorrela>on ﬁlters were constructed, compared and discussed. Addi>onally, the method was compared using diﬀerent order reduc>ons and distribu>ons of the decorrelated copies. Overall, the method has shown to produce stable images of distributed sources in mul>channel
loudspeaker setups, with an impression of a source gradually increasing in size with increasing source size parameter α.
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